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You and your SO are like birds of feathers. You always go to each other's work parties or shows, and friends' birthday parties and celebrations. But sometimes, you just want to stay in and be with each other. Maybe it's just the two of you in your jammies, or it could be uber-romantic home-food followed by a favorite rom-
com. But every now and then, you realize that you've seen all each other's favorite movies, or had trouble agreeing to something because, despite yin to another, you both have unique tastes in cinema. But there are some movies that can't go wrong with a date night stay-in. Prepare the popcorn because here's a list of
the ultimate movies to watch with other important things. These movies will make you hold on to each other. Picture: Minerva Studio/Fotolia Sign up to the BuzzFeed Quizzes Newsletter – Feast on the latest quizzes delivered directly to your inbox with the Quizzes newsletter! Watching hate has become a television
phenomenon. Generally, the term is used to describe regularly tuning into the show despite - or because of - the fact that it just makes you angry. Maybe you did it out of loyalty to the show you once loved. Or maybe you just enjoy observing how terrible TV can be. So does this apply to movies as well? Although it's a
different phenomenon altogether - since the film is a limited experience, two hours compared to the ongoing narrative of a show - there are definitely movies that we find ourselves fond of watching hate as well. It's a lot different than laughing at a movie so bad they're good. With something like The Room or Birdemic, it's
hard to feel genuine anger during watching; They're so horrible that they make us laugh. The films we're talking about here are not necessarily the worst ever made. They are more mainstream Hollywood blockbusters that, for various reasons, fill us with anger. But at the same time, we don't find ourselves turning off
movies and may not even be opposed to watching the second or third time to soak in mediocrity. 1. Spider-Man 3 Spider-Man 3 | Sony Is still upset at the thought of Spider-Man 3, which tarnishes what could be an incredible trilogy of superhero movies. It was one of those early comic book movies that suffered from a
problem that would later become more prevalent: trying to squeeze too many plots from source material into one film. But there are bigger problems, such as Sam Raimi failing to nail the right tone during Peter's simbiote scene. We can see what he's waiting for, but the results are only cringe-worthy - albeit perversely
entertaining. Throwing subplots about Mary Jane's acting career and confusing scenes in which the waiter came out of nowhere to reveal information that he obviously had to reveal much earlier, and you have a movie that is still Spider-Man fans' blood is boiling. Next: This disaster movie from Roland Emmerich is very
bad, but rather fun to watch. 2. 2012 2012 | Columbia Pictures' long career Roland Emmerich blew things up naturally leading up to 2012, his most beloved film of hate. The end-of-the-world film is packed with absolutely every disaster movie cliché in the book - from the cute dogs we root for to get to a safe place to
scenes of people flying planes through destruction while, for some reason, remaining strangely close to the ground. The dialogue is consistently terrible, we don't care about the characters, and the plot is not as logical as you'd expect. The only thing that really made the film work at the time was special effects, which
haven't ageed well and are now funny to look at. Catch a movie playing on cable, and you may just find yourself lasting longer than you expected. Next: Netflix movies have recently become a hate-watching phenomenon. 3. Sunny | When Netflix released Bright in December 2017, critics described it as one of the worst
films of the year. You'll start to understand why it's so fast when you start a movie and see the logo for Trigger Warning Entertainment. What follows is a film full of on-the-nose dialogue and mythology that seems almost unthinkable. When screenwriter Max Landis was asked a very reasonable question about the fictional
world on Twitter - why does Shrek exist in a universe where orcs are real? - His response is simple, I don't know, emblematic of how little he seems to have considered one of the details of his own creation. But 11 million people watched Bright in his first three days. As a result, he got a sequel. With Netflix, watching hate



is easier than ever, and it really doesn't matter to them whether anyone enjoys movies. Next: One of the most popular franchises ever to reach its lowest point in this sequel. 4. Star Wars Episode II - Star Wars Clones Attack: Episode II - Clone Attack | 20th Century Fox One of the reasons people sometimes hate-
watching TV is that the show in question is the one they use to love. Therefore, although the quality decreases drastically, they cannot tune out. Well, that's how it feels to watch the Star Wars prequel, the worst of which is to easily Attack clones. The film fails mainly because of the central relationship between Anakin and
Padme. It's very badly executed to be painful to watch, even though it was meant to be a love story for centuries. Padme never even seemed to be particularly into Anakin for most of the film. Finally, he suddenly decides on him, only we can't say anything other than dialogue. But it's still a Star Wars movie, and one with
enough good in it that even haters might find themselves re-watching during the annual marathon. And now lines like I don't like sand have become memes, watching that hatred has become more fun. Next: This is one of the strangest horror sequels ever made. 5. Chucky Seed from Chucky | Rogue Pictures No
mainstream horror series goes in a stranger direction than Child's Play. After three pretty easy Chucky sequels and a natural follow-up of what happened before, Don Mancini takes a sharp turn with Bride of Chucky, which greatly emphasizes comedy and features Chucky smoking marijuana and having sex. But that's not
even the lowest point. That will be the next installment, Chucky Seed. In this one, the protagonist, Chucky's puppet son, Glen, is exacerbated, like a human plot involving Jennifer Tilly's career. All the jokes - and there were a lot of them - were so un funny that we really felt secondhand shame for everyone involved. Like
Attack of the Clones, Chucky fans have a love-hate relationship with this one. It gave us some of the things we wanted in the film Child's Play, but overall, it was just a terrible experience. Next: The recent superhero movie was a total disaster from start to finish. 6. Suicide Squad Suicide Squad | Warner Bros. Batman v.
Superman: Dawn of Justice is a terrible movie that, worse than anything else, isn't too much fun to watch. Dc's next film, Suicide Squad, is as bad as poor quality. But watching this hatred isn't actually the worst experience in the world. David Ayer's film feels haphazardly produced, especially in the opening, which rushes
through a certain amount of silly information by having the character just sit at the table and explain it. Half the script consists of characters telling the audience over and over again that they are bad guys! All jokes are dud complete and sometimes actively offensive. And when the movie tries to reach an emotional climax
at the end, it's funny how inappropriate it is. However, Suicide Squad is the kind of film that's entertaining to see and ripped off afterwards as another example of the failure of the DC universe. Next: For some reason, audiences are constantly changing to see these movies in theaters, though don't really like them. 7.
Transformers Transformers: Dark of the Moon Sequel | Paramount Pictures Why would the average person even still see a Transformers movie? Since Revenge of the Fallen, millions of fans have come out of the theater every time complaining about everything from plot inconsistencies to racist side characters and
casual sexism. But the same people keep coming back for the next one. There may be no better example of a series that most viewers actively watch With the latest entry, Transformers: The Last Knight, it becomes clearer clearer ever who enjoyed the cruelty and laughed at the revelation that Harriet Tubman and
Abraham Lincoln used to hang out with Transformers was the only way to watch these movies and maintain one's sanity. Next: The film lost a huge amount of money and got terrible reviews but rather worth seeing in theaters. 8. Egyptian Gods of Egyptian Gods | Summit Entertainment Tell me what you'll do about Alex
Proyas's big budget 2016 flop Egyptian Gods, but it's never boring. Throughout the two-hour walk, Proyas constantly introduces crazy ideas that keep us entertained, either because they are really cool or because we don't believe how stupid they are. Perhaps the strangest decision was to use digital effects to make all
gods much bigger than humans. The resulting image of a god standing next to a human being never looks right and is sometimes inadvertently funny - it's not The Lord of the Rings. Sure, no drama really works. But with a movie featuring Geoffrey Rush fighting a giant space snail, how can you not keep watching? Next:
This latest comic book movie is one of the worst ever made. 9. Fantastic Four (2015) Fantastic Four | 20th Century Fox In the same way that Suicide Squad is a strangely entertaining watch because of how bad it is, so is the 2015 version of Fantastic Four. This is what happens when movies are made largely because
studios have rights to a set of characters, not because there is a desire for a particular idea. To be fair, Josh Trank does seem to have an interesting concept for a superhero movie that leans more on horror. But it's hard to find that in the final product, which suffers from a fatal case of studio disruption. There are a
number of lines worthy of consistent moaning to make viewers chuckle, from Sue Storm jokingly mentioning her friend Doctor Doom's name to the closing scene explaining the origins of the Fantastic Four name in such a horrific exchange that it actually sounds fake. Every time Marvel Studios reboots the Fantastic Four,
they'll have a hard time making the audience forget about this. Next: A horror franchise that has a love-hate relationship with. 10. See the V&amp;amp; See 3D Saw V | Lionsgate Films Often, the reason audiences stick with performances they sometimes hate is that the oops are excellent for making downs worth
suffering through. That's something horror fans know pretty well, especially with the Saw series. After the main villain dies in Saw III, Saw's films struggle to find a reason to move on. By the time we got to Saw V, many fans were basically watching the hatred as the series stumbled past Jigsaw's torch to a new character,
Hoffman, one of the absolute worst in recent horror history. There's only good enough there to keep fans tuned, but bad enough to keep up Complain. Saw V is followed up by the superb Saw VI, only to return down the hill with the less good finale saw 3D, which sends the franchise out on a sour note with one of the
most predictable movie twists ever. With the recent reboot, Jigsaw, fans are hoping everything will get back on track, but unfortunately, most find themselves as upset as ever. Next: Another very disappointing sequel in the hugely popular film franchise. 11. Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull of Indiana
Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull | Paramount Pictures When you have the Indiana Jones marathon, what do you do when you reach the Crystal Skull? The obvious answer is to skip it, but there is quite a lot of entertainment to be found in the fourth that ignoring it is entirely unavoidable. At the same time, so
many Crystal Skulls are just mystical, and even if it was a bit of fun at the time, it certainly hasn't ageed well. That's partly because of its reliance on CGI, which now makes the film seriously resemble video games in many sequences. The introduction of aliens into the series is one of the strangest choices ever made in a
major blockbuster franchise, and Indiana Jones' son Mutt is a complete character. Fans can sometimes sell how bad the Crystal Skull is, and it certainly doesn't ruin the franchise forever. It's bad, but not so bad that watching it and laughing at stupid decisions while still enjoying adventure is worthless. Next: This 2017
film takes us to theaters despite how terrible it looks. 12. Mummy Mummy | Universal Pictures Rebooting univeral monsters as part of the film's new cinematic universe is not inherently a bad idea. But Universal dropped the ball with the opener, The Mummy. There are so many problems, the most prominent of which is
the franchise building. Most films like this will include some subtle references to the larger world. But here, most of the film is spent with Russell Crowe essentially previewing universal's upcoming slate. The tone of voice is also a disaster. He tries to go for Marvel-style comedy, but any joke bomb and transition from
comedy back to serious horror is jarring. Really, this movie doesn't seem to know what it wants. It could be easier to trivialize if it doesn't carry the name of such an iconic horror property. But the name lured a number of people into the theater to watch the hate. Next: It's hard to believe the film is a sequel to one of the
best films of all time. 13. Jaws: Jaws of Revenge: Revenge | Universal Pictures It's hard to believe the franchise could fall so far. In the fourth Jaws film, The Revenge, Martin (Roy Scheider) has died off-screen, and our protagonist is his wife, Ellen. He's scared. shark, but it doesn't seem so much that he didn't choose to
live near the body of water. It becomes clear at this point that the shark family from Jaws somehow holds a grudge against the Brodys and seeks them out like this is a WWE feud. If that's not enough stupidity for you, the film implies Ellen is telepathic with sharks. The creature behaves even less like a shark this time,
unleashing a roar at one point. And the end of the story involves a shark exploding out of nowhere. The movie will only flat out so badly it's good if it doesn't carry the name Jaws. Because of how it tarnishes the name of one of the great movies, watching it becomes a spectacle of hatred. Next: This horror franchise will
make us turn to theater to hate-watch it. 14. Purge: Election Year Purge: Election Year | Universal Pictures First Cleaning Film was quite disappointing, but Anarchy improved the concept and got us interested in more sequels. Then we have election year, worst cleanup yet. Surprisingly, the film reveals that the Cleansing
universe looks a lot like modern-day America and is less of a dystopian one than we draw based on the fact that governments force people to kill each other once a year. The plan became an attempt to elect a president who would ban the Purge, as if the leaders who instituted assassination ceremonies like the Purges
would be easily removed from their positions by peaceful elections. The over-the-top nature of this story clashes with the actual congressional shot and the race for 270 voter votes. The film tries to be socially relevant but while hitting us over the head with everything it wants to say. Not only that, but treat the audience
like they're idiots. In one scene, a character explains to a U.S. senator running for president that he should try to win Florida. And he regards this as a valuable insight, which he doesn't seem to have considered. The franchise continues with another installment this year. But after election year, it looks like we're going to
watch the hate from here on out. Next: This 1990s action movie is a tremendous disappointment. 15. Godzilla (1998) Godzilla | TriStar Pictures With Godzilla (1998), Roland Emmerich had the opportunity to introduce the classic monster to an American audience that had never watched the Japanese version. But boy did
he screw it up. Right off the bat, it's annoying that the monster looks and acts unlike his Japanese counterpart. But even putting that aside, Emmerich took a film in which Godzilla represented Japan's anxiety over nuclear weapons, and he turned it into just wrong from the flick of a generic disaster and without his brain.
We might as well just watch Independence Day again. The film is so bad that years later, Japanese films establish that the monster featured in this one is Different monsters that Americans mistakenly believe to be Godzilla. yes, it's a canon. Read more: The Best Worst Movies of All Time Check Out the Cheat Sheet on
Facebook!  Facebook! 
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